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Abstract
This paper discusses one conclusion only which is:
All Matters and Materials around us are light beams we see as matters and materials because of the human mind realization process.

1- Introduction
If a particle moves with high velocity (near to light velocity) what changes may cause to this particle? We know the answer
- Length Contraction
- Time Dilation
- Mass Increase

Why these changes are occurred? Are these real changes occurred in the particle nature or changes only for our vision (as the mirage)?
What does Special Theory of relativity tell us….?

If 2 observers move with difference in velocity = light velocity relative to each other, so each observer will see the other as a light beam…
Why? What's occurred for the observer matter? How the observer is seen as a light beam?
This paper tries to see what's behind the special theory of relativity concept
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3- The Main Idea

1- The human mind contains electromagnetic waves (travel by c velocity in vacuum)
2- I suppose the realization process in human mind depends on c velocity
3- Special Theory of Relativity tells us that, if there's a difference in velocity =c between 2 observers each one will see the other as light beam… but if BOTH Observers move by c velocity, so there's no difference in velocity between them, so each of both will see the other as a matter (Particle)
4- In Young Experiment (Double Slit Experiment), the light coherence produces bright fringes and dark fringes
5- I claim that, the solar group is created by a coherence of 2 light beams
6- We see the bright fringes as matters (because our bodies are created from bright fringes) (That's why we have body… because our mind realization process depends on c velocity, so our body which is made of bright fringes we see as matter)
7- We see the dark fringes as distances or space (that's why the space is Energy)
8- This explains the planet diameter and orbital distance relationship.
9- This also explain why the planet move by a physical law and not in chaos… because the matter in the universe is created as an effect of the human mind on the universe and the human logic is the basic mirror between the observer and the universe.

Note Please:
The electric pulses moves slowly in the human body liquids because the light moves slowly in the liquids, but the light will restore his velocity in vacuum… which proves there's a motion with c velocity inside the human mind.. (Note also, the realization process is the responsible for vision, where the high velocity causes lorentz effects which can be considered as effects on our vision, that means the velocity and vision have relationship, which explain why we see the bright fringes as matters, and that tells us the effect on our visions in fact is an effect on our Realization Process!)
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